
Wholesale market for food and flowers in 
Hamburg Hammer Brook (Hamburg-Kloster-
tor)

Meat market Hamburg

Wholesale Market Hamburg-Altona

St Pauli Fish MarketTHE WHOLESALE MARKET OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLESThe analysis concluded that the official Hafencity masterplan has a good programmatic mixing and diversity, but that spatial in-
tegration and connectivity are very poor and the plan is not developed enough spatially to lead to the desired result. The city 
center on the other hand has a spatial layout with a strong potential to generate and support urban liveliness, but programmatic 
segregation and built execution are not able to make adequate use of it. Along the main (supergrid) links from the city center to 
Hafencity there are distinct points of rupture in the existing movement network fabric, which hinder orientation, movement and 

perceptual integration between the two parts.
So the centralization of the public spaces is very high still. It is located in the old city centre. 

The greenary map

The new greenary map
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The need of linkage

The new wave

The step from the analysis to the the architecture via drawings and sketches
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The functionality of the site

These analyse schemes show the key role the market site playing between the two “cities”. This area strength-
ens the disconnection of the two development and behaves like the gap because now it is closed to the public. 

Less and disconnected activities along two sides of the water

Functional layout of the borough. The market site as a gap between two “cities” from the public point of view

Disconnection of two main roads

Proposed HafenCity transport system
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THE PANORAMIC VIEW
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